<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>REQUIREMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Poster Paper              | • Drawn by hand horizontally.  
• 8 ½” x 11” sheet of white paper.  
• Text and artwork at least ½” from edges of paper  
• name of student and instructor included on back side of artwork.  
• paper is sufficiently weighted and not translucent. |
| Poster Content            | • Correct illustration of one of the ten economic and personal finance concept categories  
• poster contains no profanity or slang and limited branding. |
| Poster Artwork and Design | • Original art by only the student whose name appears on back of page.  
• Drawn by hand of student with no assistance from others or technology.  
• Uses multiple colors in addition to black and white.  
• All lettering and artwork outlined in black – recommend black felt tip pens.  
• Economic or financial literacy concept is illustrated in large letters at the top of the paper.  
• **CORRECT SPELLING IS REQUIRED**. |